Abstract
Introduction
Try to image this scenario: Professor Kenzo is giving his lecture for the course, Programming Principles-101, at lecture room 201. When Alice and Bob walk into room 201, their cellular phones are automatically switched to the silent mode due to professor Kenzo's requests. Kenzo just announced that he will give an online quiz next week. Bob records the quiz related message on his cellular phone and schedules a review plan. He sets the data as sharable information. One of his classmates, Calvin, arrives late, so he misses the announcement. However, when Bob's cell phone and Calvin's cell phone are close enough (such as when they walk past each other), their two phones sense each other. The two phones then share the useful and sharable information, so it is automatically sent to Calvin's cell phone. Calvin's cell phone can even inherit Bob's review schedule and an event alarm. Calvin will not miss the quiz.
Undoubtedly, the Internet has become the most important communication system in people's daily life. The technology started from wired communication, with which one must stay in a fixed place with a LAN connection and use a personal computer or a laptop to surf online. Thus, their time spent on nets is limited. However, in the past 10 years, the wireless communication and mobile communication technologies have gradually matured. Mobile devices, such as cellular phones, laptops, and Global Positioning System (GPS) are more popular. The Internet has become the largest community in the world. The more time one spends on the Internet, the more information he/she can get and produce. Therefore, information explosion affects everyone's life. However, it is not true that all information you are sent is useful. The main concepts are: how to spread the information within the cheapest cost; how to send the information to the right people at the right time; how to make sure the real messages are relayed without fear of tampering or forging.
In a ubiquitous computing environment, participants (devices, users and so on) are ever present [1, 2] . Therefore, services and information are concerned with not only the provided and required formats, but also their contextual necessity for users. This is called context-aware services (or contextawareness services) [3] . Gregory D. Abowd mentioned that the future computing environment can be used to capture every experience of its occupants [4] . Then, that stored information can be kept for later use when it is requested. Thus, a tool to support automated capture, integration and access is necessary [4, 5] . By means of context-aware services, recipients are allowed to receive only the information they want or need when they want it. The necessity of receiving must be based contextually on the real environment and virtual context consideration. Once the judgment is made, a proper service can be automatically triggered [6] .
This research aims to build a ubiquitous environment for campus information systems, called Context Awareness Information Service(CAIS). The system is designed to be used in a restricted local area. Every participant is geographically close to the other. It should fit the idea of Location Based Services (LBS). There are many communication technologies to be used in LBS. In this project, Bluetooth is chosen. Of all kinds of operational devices, considering the size and mobility, the most often used devices would be cellular phones. The CAIS is based on a mobile phone network. A light-weight toolkit will be provided to enable services. In this research, a mobile service, CAIS, is proposed to achieve: 1. context-awareness communication, 2. Location-based communication, 3. mobile information sharing, 4. Autonomous communication, 5. user privacy protection, 6. negligible cost, and 7. silent information sharing.
Related Literature Review

Ubiquitous Computing
Since wireless technology has matured, ubiquitous computing (UC) became an alternative to wired computing. Unlike wired communication, UC does not require a bound location and network connection. Wireless communication can bring more flexibility and convenience to users. Ubiquitous computing is a post-desktop model of human-computer interaction in which information processing has been thoroughly integrated into everyday objects and activities. Usually, a ubiquitous computing environment is formed by multiple computational devices. Their owners might not even be aware of the communication or what the devices are doing. This kind of technology is also called pervasive computing or ambient intelligence [7] .
Context Awareness Computing
Since communication might happen without users' awareness, the amount of data to exchange might be huge. Too much information leads to a serious difficulty in specifying what someone really needs. Therefore, the selection of useful information is an issue. One solution is to ask users to pick up manually, but users' participation and involvement are requested. Context-awareness computing brings another possible solution. Context-Awareness Computing is also called context aware computing. Context means the rules of inter-relationship of features in processing any entities. The features of entities are usually classified referring to locations, time, identities and activities [8] . Context aware systems are mainly concerned with the acquisition of necessary information and transmission. Thus, applications must recognize users' current context and adapt its functionalities to suit the current usage [9] .
Related Research Projects
In the last 10 years, many context-awareness pervasive computing systems have been proposed due to the development of mobile communication technologies. The Future Computing Environments Group at the Georgia Institute of Technology has done a lot of impressive work. For instance, Classroom 2000 [4] developed a system to capture lectures in a university environment. It is basically designed for groupware and collaborative learning.
The paper [9] shows another application, R-CCANS, based on RFID technology. It builds a contextaware notification system within a campus environment. Since the distance of two locations in the same campus is limited, RFID can be used as a free transmission. In the system, applications try to answer the following questions: who is the user, where is the user, what is he/she doing, what is his/her requirement? Users in the system must have their RFID tags at any time in order to be detected and accessed by the RFID readers. Unfortunately, RFID tags only contain information and readers only read and write information. There is no computing power to match the options. RFID readers must send the sensed information to servers, so servers can search the data storage and find the possible match.
System Architecture
The system is composed of the following roles: a credential server (CS), and members (including themselves and their cell phones, which are CAIS enabled).
Figure 1. Environment Topology
In order to maintain flexibility, communication between two devices is designed to be fully distributed and only happens when two devices are in a reasonably close proximity. Therefore, the topology between devices is fully distributed (Figure 1 ). However, a central component is still necessary to maintain users' credentials for centralized authentication. It is called "Credential Server". The credential server checks a user's identity and attributes, generates a proper credential, and reveals who the account owner is when necessary.
Since all devices in the environment are mobile computing devices, such as smart cellular phones, PDAs and so on. The computing power of mobile devices is relatively weaker than computers. In order to enhance the system performance, CAIS is designed based on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and is composed of several software services. CAIS must be installed on each cellular phone to enable the services. The advantage of SOA is that only invoked services require resources to process. Services can be awakened by service invocations based on requests. This section introduces the basic idea of services architecture.
A. Devices as Members in the Environment
1) Server as a Member in the Environment
A Central Control System (CCS) server aims to generate and maintain the user credentials for authentication. Security and privacy are the most important issues within the network communication and networking system. However, in case of a malicious user's attempt to distribute falsified information, it is suggested that the privacy should be limited. It is not necessary to contain the real identity within the credentials, so user privacy is protected. However, if the credentials are proved to have been misused, the identity should be revealed. Thus, a CCS requests users to log on with his/her real identity and password, but generates user credentials which contains only the information users would like to share.
This kind of credential is called an attribute-based certificate (ABC). It usually contains customized interests, such as the owner's habits, preferences or required information, and then is signed and issued by CCS (Figure 2) .
When a user receives his/her credential on the phone, the credential can be kept on the phone. Therefore multiple log-on processes are not necessary. Theoretically, the credential contains the owner's information, so duplicated credentials are allowed to be sent to different phones which are owned by a single owner.
Figure 2. Initial State 2) Cellular Phones as Members in the Environment
Members are Cellular phones, which hold credentials within the system and have the CAIS client application installed. Actually, the identity should be owned by the cellular phone owners. Members must first configure their personal profiles (such as interests and preferred privacy settings), so the policy server can understand and estimate the information owners prefer. After personal profiles are set, an ABC will be compiled and generated to send to applied mobile phones. Once the credentials are retrieved, services can be automatically triggered (Figure 3) . 
B. Services provided within CAIS
CAIS is designed based on Service-Oriented Architecture. It is composed of several services:
1) Credential Service
Credential Service is a portal for users. It provides the user interface, so users can apply for their credentials. Users must show their identities at initiation of the application process. The produced certificate is based on the X.509 Attribute Certificate. There are attributes on the certificates to describe who the owner is and what he is interested in. It is not necessary to reveal his real identity within the ABC credential.
In order to support an organization that is not X.509 enabled, a simplified registration process is also provided. After filling in the application form, a user can choose a username and an XML-based credential will be generated as a substitute for the authentication process.
2) Configuration Service
Configuration Service provides an interface for users to set up their preferred policies, such as their interests. The policies are crucial to the silent information exchanging.
3) Message Logging Service
Message passing within the system works silently and autonomously. In order to prevent any repudiation of information transmission, message logging service is an option.
4) Attribute-based Policy Service and Attribute-based Intelligence Service
These two services collaborate with Policy Service, and form an intelligent, anonymous and autonomous environment. With the ABC credential, each member can detect others' interests. When the requested interests and offered interests have a match, a communication might happen. Intelligent Service works along with the policy service to compile a list of users' interests. The services then determine when and where a message should go without the knowledge or re-approval of the receivers. In order to protect both senders' and receivers' privacy, an identity covering method is necessary. Some researchers use a pseudonym or other mechanisms, so the identities of senders and receivers are hidden [10, 11, 12, 13, and 14] . In the system, the attributed based certificate does not contain the user's real identity. Thus, the privacy is not compromised.
Operational Processes
A. Credential application
In CAIS, a user must start from the initial phase. He requests a new credential from CCS by showing his identity and providing his personal configuration (packed in an unsigned attributes certificate (UAC)). A new attribute-based certificate (ABC) is issued and signed by CCS for the user. UAC contains attributes Attr i . It may be look like:
CCS produces a key Q regarding the key P chosen by the owner. Q is a public key, which will be attached on the issued certificate. "sk" is the secret key of control center. Since the Sg is signed using the secret key, it can be verified by anyone. <memberAttr> <personal dept="IC.PCCU" class="3A"/> <course KW="P101, K103, R105, Programming 101"/> <interested KW="Japan"/> <club KW="PetClub, Taipei friend"/> </memberAttr>
B. Personal interest configuration
To exchange information, the system must know "what do we have" and "what do we want". Therefore, two lists must be compiled: the interested list and the offering list. The former is for requesting and the latter is for offering. The following shows Bob's offering and Calvin's required lists.
C. Information exchanging
To exchange the information, communication participants must authenticate each other (if necessary). Afterwards, the Received offering list and the original interested list are cross-referenced to compile a new Wanted list. The intelligence service running on Calvin's cell phone checks these two lists and finds simultaneous items, which then will be used to make "WantedList". The required information is ready to be transferred. [14] is a similar context awareness system developed for a university campus based on RFID technology. A RFID tag can only contain information, but has a lack of computing power. In the system, the information is centrally preserved in a centralized database, so every request must be processed by the servers. The more devices (users) are involved in the environment, the more serious bottleneck might appear due to heavier communication in the environment and computing load on the server. Since all information is stored on the server and all context information must be sent to servers, user privacy might be compromised.
Comparison and Conclusion
R-CCANS
However, a modern cellular phone is capable of computing power, temporary memory and longterm data storage. Therefore, it is not necessary to send all contextual information to the server to process. Unlike R-CCANS, CAIS is built in Bluetooth technologies and the devices in CAIS are cellular phones. The communication cost is relatively negligible. The performance of transmission is considerably acceptable. The contextual selections happen on users' cellular phones, rather than servers. Therefore, user privacy is not compromised.
Context-Awareness Communication is widely used in the real world. The environment must understand all users to provide the most suitable information. CAIS is designed with a similar concept. CAIS is a lightweight application, so it does not request too much computing capacity from the cellular phones. It has a Service-Oriented Architecture, so the services cost less when they are not invoked. The message passing in the environment is based on XML files and text stream, so the communication cost is acceptable and the system of CAIS is machine dependant. The communication between two mobile devices only happens when they are close, so the message transmission cost is omitted. <wantedList> <want KW="P101, Japan"/> </wantedList> <offeringList> <info KW="Singapore, 5 days" id="2008101001"/> <info KW="Programming 101, quiz" id="2008100501"/> <info KW="Class Canceled, P101" id="2008092505"/> </offeringList> <interestedList> <interest id="01" KW="P101, Programming 101, Kenzo"/> <interest id="02" KW="Japan, tour"/> <interest id="03" KW="NBA, 2009"/> CAIS has the following features: i. Location-based application Bluetooth is used to transmit messages in the system. It is cost-free and only happens when devices are close. The partnership is dynamic and triggered by location. However, a pre-mapping must be done before the service is used.
ii. Asynchronous message passing
The message passing in the system is asynchronous. Cellular phones' functionalities are not affected no matter whether the transmission is a success or failure.
iii. Attribute-based anonymous Service
The information vendor might be dynamically varied. Some do not need to know who receives the message. However, sometimes the communication only happens within a specific group. The transmission list is compiled using the system's policies and the users' configuration. The passing is anonymous and silent.
iv. User's privacy Through the use of attribute certificates, the user does not need to reveal his identity, unless a debate happens. Once a contention regarding repudiation appears, the logging service should be able to reveal the identities of malicious participants.
